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What is CRF certificate?
We are the team of professionals which to seek to make investment
into ICO the safest. We carry out the full analysis of all risks of
investment in the following parameters:
- Monitoring of team which carries out by ICO.
- Detailed consideration of all points of Whitepaper.
- the Analysis of open-source of a code.
- Drawing up mathematical model of the project.
- Summation of all indicators and exposure of the corresponding rating.

Why do we do it?
Today there is a huge number of ICO projects. The biggest problem – a
potential possibility of deception from the persons who are carrying out
by ICO. Nobody can be also never insured from deception, however
there are methods which allow to level this opportunity. Most often
potential investors choose projects for investment, relying on the ratings
of ICO projects given by various websites. The main problem consists
that ratings can unreasonably be exposed, being based only on quantity
of money, paid the website.
Cryptofaces acts as follows. We put down the independent mark of the
project and we confirm it with the certificate of conformity. We
estimate the project on a scale from 1 to 10 points. If the project has
been estimated poorly, then further the team has a chance to correct
the existing shortcomings and to upgrade the rating.

How do we do it?
As it has been told earlier, the total score develops on several indicators.
After her exposure we transfer from the address ((here we specify the
address of the smart contract)) to the project address from one to ten
CRF tokens, depending on the put-down mark. At the moment we
make transfers only in air blockchain on the ERC20 platform, in the
nearest future we will also begin to act on other platforms, such as EOS,
Waves, Cardano, IOTA. After we send tokens and make the certificate
where we specify individual number ICO of the project, number of a
transaction about a blockchain network air and also we do the
electronic and digital signature of this certificate. Further we will create
own a blockchain network where there will be a registration of all
events of all ICO projects.
Check of validity of the certificate will confirmed by existence of that
quantity of tokens which are on the project address. In case of change
of quantity of CRF tokens action of the certificate is automatically
cancelled. An exception will be only official increase in rating of the
project and sending additional tokens from the cryptofaces team, in
this case addition to the certificate with additional nomerno will be
provided to transaction on which there will be send additional tokens.

Why it is safe?
All news and rating websites estimating ICO projects store all
information on certain projects at themselves on servers. This
information can be easily subject to change or is removed completely,
without a possibility of restoration. Use of technology of the distributed
register allows to be absolutely confident that any information entered
in him will be absolutely reliable and any more will never be subject to
a possibility of removal. In case of any attempt to change her, it will be
recorded in a blockchain and is available to a seen by any person, the
possessing access to network.
Our tokens aren't on sale, we only provide services in certification of the
project and also consulting services in carrying out ICO. As it has been
told earlier all transactions on the translation of tokens are absolutely
transparent therefore to the address of the any ICO project the quantity
of CRF tokens which we have translated to the project will be visible.

What's next?
At the moment 10000 CRF tokens have been released. In the next few
years hardly the number of projects will exceed one thousand therefore
this quantity has to be enough. Further we plan to make system
assessment of more flexible in various parameters. Each criterion will be
estimated by the type of tokens which will also be transfered to the
project address. We plan to give a separate assessment of various
stages, for example:
-Preparation for pre-ICO
-Pre-ICO
-ICO
All results of work of team on the project will register in a blockchain.
Both negative, and positive.

Who can use our service?
Any project observing all laws in the territory of those countries where
ICO is carried out can use our services. For this purpose will be to write
to us on mail enough or to fill out the online application.
The average time of full assessment of the project is from 5 to 10 days.
After evaluating we contact you and we send preliminary result. If you
agree with him, we send you CRF tokens and the certificate of
conformity. If you don't agree with the given points, then you can
improve results.

How to become us a part of your team?
Now we carry out large expansion of the state. Analysts, a developer
blockchain, marketing specialists, translators are necessary for us. The
most part of vacancies – remote. Write about existence of vacant positions
on the job@cryptofaces.com

How many does the issued certificate work?
The issued certificate is valid throughout all time of carrying out ICO or
other stages of carrying out the project. In case of the termination of
carrying out ICO the certificate is automatically cancelled and record
about it recorded in the register of a blockchain.
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